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CHESS BOOK

THE POSTMAN OF TIME

The first game book based on chess.

Will you manage to decipher all the messages?

Ever since she made a serious mistake in an investigation,

A mysterious blue letter signed by someone very peculiar

Inspector Beatriz Moreno only deals with minor cases.

arrives to shake up the boring life of our protagonist and

That is why she is surprised when her superior puts her

turn it upside down: if he wants to fill the promising

in charge of a strange and disturbing case that has just

vacancy being a postman of time, he will have to

appeared at the police station: someone who calls himself

overcome a strange selection process in which he will

Chess Master has sent a letter stating that in seven days he

face some very curious characters and a lot of enigmas.

will commit a murder and that, for clues about the identity

In this adventure, the aspiring postman will have to

of the victim, it will be necessary to solve chess challenges.

decode 20 messages that will take him to diﬀerent

It may be nothing more than a bad joke, but Bea can't fail

historical epochs. To do so, he will have to use all his

again. To unravel the mystery, she must first learn all the

deductive skills and become an expert in cryptography.

secrets hidden in this world of sixty-four squares.

Lunwerg | 184 Pages | June 2021

Lunwerg | 120 Pages | September 2021

A very original book in which the movement of
pieces on the board serves to advance the story.
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A new concept of interactive book that will
take you to travel through time.
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The reader will be travelling back and forth
in time and learning diﬀerent codes: Caesar,
Mary Stuart, Morse, binary...
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And you, will you manage to checkmate the
Chess Master?
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4. Una serie de papeles, notas y objetos de lo más singulares.

Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto,
an intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as
Danone, Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE. He
is the director, scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show, an
enigma-based performance at the Teatre Poliorama in Barcelona.
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5. Veinte mensajes distintos: cartas, manuscritos, naipes, billetes,
servilletas…
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Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto,
an intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as
Danone, Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE. He
is the director, scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show, an
enigma-based performance at the Teatre Poliorama in Barcelona.

LOS ENCONTRARÁS AL FINAL DE CADA CAPÍTULO.

LOS ENCONTRARÁS EN PÁGINAS ARRANCABLES
A PARTIR DE LA PÁGINA 127.
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WARZONE

ROLEPLAY

The secrets of Soki.

The art of role-playing with Perxitaa.

Are you one of those who goes down when the zone

Do you want to take your role-playing sessions with

closes? Are you unable to manage your squad? Do

your colleagues to the next level? Perxitaa, one of the

you want to improve your mobility around the map?

greatest roleplay experts, will give you a masterclass

Do you know your weapons? Classes, perks, map,

where you will learn all the tricks, receive the best

resource management, leadership? Do you want to be

tips, create the characters under a new perspective,

the new king of Warzone? We leave you in the best

dialogues, servers, scripts, streaming... everything you

possible hands: Soki will give you all the tools to be

need to get the most out of this new phenomenon of

the king of the zone. In addition, with the gameplays

online games.

you will expand your technical knowledge and learn
his best secrets.

MIS COMBINACIONES FAVORITAS,
MODIFICACIONES DE ACCESORIOS
Y ARMAS COMODÍN

Lunwerg | 208 Pages | December 2021

Lunwerg | 208 Pages | October 2021
TRAS ANALIZAR A FONDO TODAS LAS ARMAS Y ACCESORIOS
QUE HAY ACTUALMENTE EN EL JUEGO, TE VOY A ENSEÑAR
ALGUNAS DE MIS COMBINACIONES FAVORITAS, JUNTO A LAS
ARMAS QUE SON MÁS FUERTES AHORA MISMO. TAMBIÉN
MUESTRO ALGUNAS MODIFICACIONES DE ACCESORIOS QUE
PUEDES COPIAR Y PROBAR POR TI MISMO. ADEMÁS, TE INDICO
CUÁLES SON LAS ARMAS COMODÍN QUE HE COMENTADO
ANTES Y QUE PUEDEN SERVIR EN LOS COMIENZOS DE CADA
TEMPORADA HASTA LOCALIZAR LAS ARMAS OP.

A unique book that will forever change
Warzone.

A guide to learn how to roleplay from the best.
Si quieres saber más sobre las
mis combinaciones favoritas,
modificaciones de accesorios y
armas comodín, usa este QR y
mira el vídeo que he preparado.

72

Asier is a young youtuber who follows a routine every day, he
records a few videos of his favorite game Call of Duty and schedules
them to be published at diﬀerent times of the day. In these videos
he narrates a game, news about weapons, skins or whatever he sees
fit at the time. His channel was created on May 1, 2009 when he
was only 17 years old and, as can clearly be seen, since that first
video his channel has been evolving and professionalizing, so
much so that Soki now lives on the income of his channel.

73

PISTOLAS

CUERPO A CUERPO

Son armas secundarias y algunas
resultan muy interesantes. No
son tan potentes como las armas
principales, pero colocando el
accesorio duales algunas pueden
llegar a ser muy poderosas, incluso
más que algunos subfusiles y
escopetas.

Las armas cuerpo a cuerpo son
un poco trol. Solo sirven para
distancias extremadamente cortas,
pegado al enemigo, de manera que
puedes acabar con ellos de un par
de cuchillazos o con tres golpes de
palo, por ejemplo, pero no son armas
demasiado competitivas y sirven para
pasárselo bien o para hacer enfadar
a los rivales. Siempre va a ser mejor
un arma de fuego.

ESCUDO
Hablando de trolear: es un
arma especial un poco trol que
permite cubrirse de algunas
balas y explosiones, pero que se
suele utilizar (además de para
trolear) para asomar sin peligro
y dar soporte a tus compañeros
marcando enemigos y compartiendo
información.

60
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Perxitaa is a prominent Spanish social media star who is famous
for his YouTube cannel. His trolling montages, featuring games
such as Fortnite, Minecraft, Grand Theft Auto and Among Us,
have earned him more than 384 million views. He’s the owner of
the professional eSports team Ramboot Club.
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ESCAPE BOOK. The Wanstein Club’s secret.

I CHALLENGE YOU

Candela Fuertes is 28 years old and works as an investigative journalist

I Challenge You is a new collection of book-games for
restless people who want to enjoy themselves testing
their neurons. Aimed at both adults and children, each
of its titles presents more than 200 intelligent games to
solve individually or to liven up all kinds of encounters.
Lateral thinking puzzles, visual, funny, optical, enigmas,
sequences, hieroglyphics...: activate your mind and have
fun with the activities oﬀered by I Challenge You!

Leer
antes
de usar

Lunwerg | 120 Pages | April 2021

specializing in economic and financial crime. She is trapped in a labyrinth and
has just 60 minutes to escape and reveal the secret plans of the businessman
Anastás Vecla and the Wanstein Club.
The reader joins Candela in her trap and will be forced to dran on all their
ingenuity to solve puzzles, optical illusions, conundrums and anagrams to
make progress and finally escape both the labyrinth and the book!

Lunwerg | 176 Pages | February 2017

¿CÓMO APARECE LA IDEA?
En Cocolisto somos especialistas en la creación de juegos
inteligentes, fruto de esa experiencia, a lo largo de los años
hemos descubierto una gran cantidad de acertijos, adivinanzas,
juegos visuales, etc y hemos tenido la oportunidad de revisarlos,
actualizarlos y crear muchos juegos propios.
Este libro es una selección de los juegos que más nos han
gustado a nosotros y a nuestros seguidores en redes sociales.
Los hay que son acertijos clásicos, que seguro conoces, y otros
que te sorprenderán.
¡Te reto! es un desafío inteligente, un compendio de acertijos
y enigmas con mucho humor para los amantes de los juegos
lógicos.

ESCAPE BOOK 2. The invisible threat.
The editor of the newspaper where Candela Fuertes works is hospitalized
because of a car crash. However, the ‘accident’ was actually an attempted
murder. The motive: an investigation into the use of cancerous pesticides.
Candela will take up the case where her boss left off and travel to the main
European capitals to get to the bottom of the mystery. She has 60 days before

¡TE RETO!

ACERTIJO VISUAL

the European parliament votes on the regulations concerning these pesticides:

¿Las líneas horizontales son oblicuas o paralelas?

Candela has no time to lose.

5 Sólo sobrevivirás si dice: «me matarás con este puñal».

Lunwerg | 176 Pages | November 2017

4 Porque Lucas está jugando al Monopoly.
3 Puedes decirlo así: ayer, hoy y mañana.
2 Nadie dijo que María y Juan fueran madre e hijo.
1 Porque Martina caminaba hacia atrás. O era ciega.

ACERTIJOS DE PENSAMIENTO
LATERAL
RESPUESTAS DE

¿Cómo se juega?

¡TE RETO!

JUNIOR

En ¡Te reto! encontrarás diferentes tipos de juegos inteligentes:
acertijos, adivinanzas, juegos visuales… ¡Y todos ellos tienen
respuesta!
En casi todos encontrarás esta respuesta detrás de la página
que contiene el acertijo; exceptuando el caso de las páginas
negras (acertijos lógicos que requieren una respuesta más
detallada), en estos acertijos se indicará en su base la página
donde puedes encontrar la respuesta.

Emp
eza
mos

ESCAPE BOOK 3. Behind bars.
After the last episode with the leader of the Wanstein Club, Janina is in
preventive custody. The trial about to take place could be a great opportunity
to show that she is the sacrificial lamb for Candela Fuertes, but she received
a message telling her they want her dead befre she can speak in front of the
judge. There is only one way out: escaping prison.

¡TE RETO!

Lunwerg | 182 Pages | March 2019

OVER

Acertijo visual
¿Eres capaz de encontrar un animal entre estos objetos?

100.000

COPIES SOLD
IN SPAIN!

1 Aarón necesita que la vela esté apagada.
2 La pelota salió mojada.
3 Porqué Rodrigo estaba en planta baja.
4 No echará humo, es eléctrico.
5 Pinchando el globo cuando este está deshinchado.

Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto,
an intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as
Danone, Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE. He
is the director, scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show, an
enigma-based performance at the Teatre Poliorama in Barcelona.

Rights sold to: Universo dos Livros Editora (Brazil), Éditions Solar (France), Heel Verlag (Germany), Salani Editore

Acertijos de pensamiento lateral
RESPUESTAS DE

(Italy), iCox (Korea), Kosmos Uitgevers (The Netherlands), Czarna Owca (Poland), Planeta Manuscrito (Portugal),
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Eksmo Publishing (Russia), Aurum Press (UK).
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ESCAPE ROOM. Do it yourself.
A dinner for friends, a birthday party, a weekend getaway,etc.: here you have 4
portable escape experiences to have a great time. You decide where, when and
with whom.

Four escape games to play at home.
Rights sold to: Éditions Solar (France)

Lunwerg | 192 Pages | October 2018

Lunwerg | 144 Pages |
September 2019

Lunwerg | 144 Pages |
November 2017

ESCAPE BOOK JUNIOR 2. Lia’s Keys.

ESCAPE BOOK JUNIOR. Lia’s Doors.

ESCAPE ROOM. ADVENTURE. The butterfly labyrinth.
The protagonist of this book is trapped in a highly addictive and immersive
video game that demands enormous dedication. To get back to his real life, he
will have to acquire the abilities contained in a series of challenges, climbing

Lia has a secret ability that she doesn’t know yet how to

Lia is part of the Brotherhood of the Key, a group of people

the ranks of the players and finding, from among the numerous possible paths,

control: she can get inside people’s heads and ‘open doors’.

specialized in opening the doors of “mental houses”

the only one that leads to Atlantis and to freedom.

Today she found a mysterious note in her backpack

where we keep our secrets and memories stored. In this

telling her to come to a secret rendezvous using her door

episode, she will have to use all her abilities to open the

opening ability. Driven by curiosity, Lia follows the note’s

numerous doors to the house (or fortress, since it’s nearly

instructions and discovers the Brotherhood of the Key,

impregnable) of her friend Andrew, and in this way put in

a group of people who have the same power, but who

good hands the valuable information he has stored there.

50 different ends. Only in one of them you do survive.

Lunwerg | 176 Pages | September 2019

can control and develop it. They’re ready to share their
knowledge with her ifshe proves her worth by solving a
series of puzzles.

ESCAPE ROOM. EDUCATION. Four experiences to learn
and play.
This book offers four experiences that are like portable escape rooms, ideal for
setting up at school or at home, for boys and girls between eleven and fourteen
years old to learn to develop the academic competencies appropriate to those
ages. The games incorporate content from different academic fields: English,
Math, Chemistry… A valuable resource that makes learning entertaining.

Lunwerg | 176 Pages | June 2020
Rights sold to: Éditions Solar (France), Heel Verlag (Germany), Leopold Uitgeverij (The Netherlands).
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MONEY HEIST.
THE ACADEMY
Spain’s main newspapers greet the day with a shocking
headline. Social networks explode with millions of
messages. The news is on everyone's lips.
Sergio Marquina, the Professor, has opened the doors
of the Academy and is recruiting new robbers. Together
with Tokio, Rio, Denver and the other members of the
gang, he has designed the tests that will be used to find
the best ones. There is only one way to enter the selection
process: by solving the riddle published in the press. The
candidates who are able to overcome all the stages and
Lunwerg Editores | 216 Pages | November 2019

ELITE. ESCAPE BOOK

MONEY HEIST. ESCAPE BOOK.

Secrets that kill.

The professor's diary.

Brianda Heredia, a student at the elitist La Solana high
school, is dead. Although the initial inquiries point to a
suicide, the Lake Vigilante, in his enigmatic Instagram
account, has begun to upload stories that link this death
to that of Marina Nunier, a student at Las Encinas. Could
history be repeating itself?

Sergio Marquina, better known as the Professor, leader of
the biggest robbery in the history of Spain, spent a part
of his childhood and adolescence at the hospital. There
he made friends with Jero Lamarca, a boy who, like him,
learned to accumulate dreams from the bed.
Life wanted them to follow diﬀerent paths, and they could
not even say goodbye to each other, but the ties between
them were indestructible. They have never heard from
each other again, although Jero has never doubted the
solid and profound nature of that friendship.

Be that as it may, Brianda will not be the only victim,
because secrets are sometimes more lethal than a strong
poison. Sex, drugs, betrayals, appearances, robberies...
Everything the elite want to hide will come to light.
Discover what that is!

It has been a while since the robbery that took place at the Royal
Mint. Today, while Jero collects the few things that remain in
the motorcycle workshop that is forced to close, he receives a
package without a return address. Inside, an unsigned letter,
a notebook, a locked box with a padlock, a picture of a mask
with the face of Dalí and a red paper bow tie.

The oﬃcial escape book of one of the most successful
Spanish series on Netflix.
With three seasons aired and a fourth on the way, Elite is
one of the most successful series in Netflix's catalog.

reach the end will be the chosen ones.
Will you be one of them? Hurry up! The clock has
already started ticking.

Lunwerg | 184 Pages | October 2021

A new escape book experience that will
turn the reader into one of the characters of
Money Heist.
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Includes a pocket with 10 sheets of die-cut
elements to solve the puzzles, which takes the
game experience one step further.

T_Chess Book_1-184.indd 10

Jero has no doubts. Out there, Sergio Marquina has left a
hidden part of the loot, a new opportunity. He just has to
unravel the clues to find it.
do DEL
EL méto

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

Brasil, Czech Republic, France, Germany, Greece,
Hungary, Italy, Lebanon, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
The Netherlands, Russia, Turkey and Lebanon.

RIGHTS SOLD TO:

France and Turkey.
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Ivan Tapia is the founder and designer of enigmas for Cocolisto,
an intelligent leisure business that works for companies such as
Danone, Sanofi, Everis, Banco Santander, Torres and ESADE. He
is the director, scriptwriter and dramaturge of Escape Show, an
enigma-based performance at the Teatre Poliorama in Barcelona.
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TERROR BOOK. The cursed book.

SOCIAL BOOK. Deactivate the bomb.

Among the dusty books piling up in the attic, one caught your attention. You

A book to play four hands.

sat on the floor, you opened it up, and… there’s no turning back. The worst
kind of curse has trapped you, and to escape your grim fate, you will have to
solve the mystery its pages contain. Don’t let fear paralyze you: figure out the
clues hidden in a web of unsettling sounds and break the spell before it’s too
late.
Terror Book is a book, a game, an escape room. This volume, along with its
downloadable audio track, are the departure points for an incomparably bold,
adrenaline-filled experience.

In your hands you have a bomb that is about to explode. In those of your
classmate, there is another one. Both of them are synchronized. You must be
alert and share verbally all the information that you have, because you can
deactivate your bomb only by working hand in hand with your partner. The
timer is running, there is no time to lose!

Two books in one: you will achieve the objective only by matching all
the information from both volumes.

Read. Listen. Play. Discover the first sound by the creator of Escape
Books.
Lunwerg | 188 Pages | March 2020

TERROR MANSION. The game book.
A board game in the form of a book that guides readers through a terrifying
mansion with no other help than the flashlight on their cellphone, which
is about to go dead. A throw of the dice will determine the players’ fate,
confronting them with traps, discoveries, and ghastly encounters that will be
essential to pushing the story forward.

Four possible endings with numerous ways of getting there make the
experience at once unique and entertaining. You won’t want to stop
playing!

Lunwerg | 176 Pages | November 2019

MAGIC BOOK. The order.
Imagine a magic book, but with magic for real. A book that speaks to
you—that’s right, just to you—and guides you through a series of tests and
adventures until you become a real live magician. When you decide to embark
on this adventure, not only will you help the heroes of the story complete their
objectives on their way toward a breathtaking finale, but you will learn many
tricks and how to produce a variety of effects on your own. You will live an
amazing magic adventure, and the end result will depend on your ability and
talent.
A book intended to follow the rhythm of a real live magic show, as gripping as
the Harry Potter saga, it will make you dream like The Never-Ending Story, and
you can enjoy it over and over again, whether reading it on your own or giving
surprising magic shows to your friends or family.

Lunwerg | 176 Pages | October 2020

Lunwerg | 176 Pages | January 2020

MYSTERY BOOK. The detective is you.

HAPPY BOOK. The gamebook of happiness.

The Fish Woman has been killed, and it’s up to you to make sure the case gets

Happy Book is a gamebook with challenges and exercises that will accompany
you on your path to happiness. Created by Ivan Tapia—a gaming specialist—
and Gemma Calmet—psychologist, therapist, and coach— it is based on the
maturity continuum, a psychological concept that describes the path from
dependency to interdependency, from that closed place in which we depend
on others to be happy to the bright place in which we are capable.

solved. Investigate, deduce, look for clues, follow the signs, and find the guilty
party. When the Circle of Freaks arrives at the village of Leondina, all the
inhabitants are shocked by the group: the Siamese twins and their dogs, the
Man With Two Faces, the Bearded Lady, or the Dwarf Antón. All of them stay
at Casa Amián, where they will meet the Silly Girl – no one knows where she
came from, but she is always sitting in a chair in the back of the dining room

The path of work on yourself doesn’t have to be laborious or boring, and here

– and Blind Matías, who sleeps in the kitchen in exchange for telling tales of

readers/players will find small challenges in the fun activities presented that

terror.

will focus on connecting them with themselves, respecting themselves, and
creating emotional habits that will lead them to enhance their happiness..

Rights sold to: Éditions Solar (France), Eksmo Publishing (Russia).
Lunwerg | 128 Pages | April 2018
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